12th February 2016

LIBYA – NO RECOVERY ON THE HORIZON
February 15th marks the fifth anniversary of the start of the Libyan revolution, which ended in the
overthrow of the Muammar Gaddafi's regime after 42 years of rule. Libya had been under foreign
rule for centuries until it gained independence in 1951. Soon after oil was discovered and provided
the country with considerable wealth. Since the overthrow of the regime in 2011, a power vacuum
and instability has been the norm with no single authority in full control. At the beginning of 2011,
Libyan oil production was 1.6 million b/d but fell sharply following the end of the Gaddafi regime. By
the autumn of 2011 production had recovered close to pre-revolution levels, but since May 2013
output has fallen settling at around 400,000 b/d today.
Libya is another nation that is very
dependent on revenues from oil
exports and according to the
National Oil Corporation (NOC),
since 2013 more than seventy-five
separate oilfield shutdowns and
port disruptions have severely
restricted output. In financial terms
the NOC estimate that the loss of oil
revenues has cost the nation in
excess of $68 billion and the civil
war has brought the energy industry
to a near standstill. According to
the Financial Times, “NOC remains
one of Libya’s few functioning
institutions”. Oil and natural gas
provide about 80 per cent of GDP, 95 per cent of export revenues, and 99 per cent of government
revenues. Economic recovery began in 2012, but political instability, factional clashes, and security
threats from Libyan followers of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) became serious obstacles to
growth. The elected government continues to face major challenges in disarming and demobilizing
militias, bringing back law and order, and reforming the economy. The plunge in oil prices since mid2014 has only exacerbated an already disasterous financial crisis for the nation. Libya has been in
deep recession since 2013 and is predicted to have the world’s fastest shrinking economy in 2016; a
country which holds the largest proven oil and gas reserves on the African continent.
Another more recent development at the beginning of this month was an unprecedented
statement to the “shipping markets” from NOC warning shipowners that they were “aware of
attempts by unauthorised individuals to sell Libyan oil”. The statement went on to say that several
companies had signed illegal contracts and were looking for vessels to lift oil from Marsa el-Hariga in
eastern Libya. The Libyan individuals involved are the same group behind the oil theft on the tanker
“Morning Glory” in March 2014 when the vessel was boarded by US forces.
Clearly Libyan crude exports will remain at restricted volumes for some time to come. A political
settlement to the conflict appears to be as far away as ever. Attempts by mediators last September
failed to reconcile Libya’s two main rival factions. The UN has repeatedly urged that the only way
forward in Libya is a ceasing of all hostilities and cooperation between the parties involved.
Unfortunately this remains a situation which is unlikely to be resolved any time soon.

CRUDE
Middle East_________________________
A Far Eastern holiday compromised week but VLCC
Owners managed to retain reasonably positive
sentiment which allowed them to outperform the
more challenging conditions to leave rates at an
average ws 60 East and low ws 30s to the West.
March programmes are now beginning to be
finalised, and the hope will be that a busy week
develops to at least reinforce the defensive line that
held so well this week. Charterers will do their best to
frustrate - of course! Suezmaxes initially dipped a
little on thin local interest, but then turned higher on
support from the West African bonce-back. Rates
moved towards ws 90 to the East, and to ws 50+ to
the West accordingly. Aframaxes didn’t see a great
deal due to the holidays, but there were weather
delays, and fuel oil storage enquiries to prevent any
serious rate slippage. 80,000 by ws 115 to Singapore
for now, and perhaps some upside going into the
coming period.

West Africa_________________________
Rare strength bubbled up in the Suezmax sector
here. Volume led as Charterers rushed in
concentrated fashion to cover their first March
needs, and the momentum propelled rates to ws
92.5 USGulf, and to ws 97.5 to Europe, with further
gains possible...until ballasters from the East begin to
fatten availability. VLCCs started slowly, but interest
did then pick up, and sufficiently to allow Owners to
broadly maintain a mid ws 60 mark to the Far East
with a steady $3.85 million seen to West Coast India
too. The next moves will be dictated by whatever
develops in the Middle East next week.

Mediterranean_____________________
Aframaxes stayed flatline for most of the week, but
then started to revive as cargo interest picked up.

Rates are now upon an upward path, currently
having gained around 10 ws points to ws 97.5 crossMed, and could gain further into next week too.
Suezmaxes ticked up to 140,000 by ws 95 from the
Black Sea to European destinations as the better
news from West Africa filtered into sentiment, but
need more volume to really get going. next week,
perhaps, as March programmes become fully in
hand.

Caribbean_________________________
Solid enough conditions for Aframax Owners to raise
their game another notch to 70,000 by ws 135
upcoast, and the market balance should remain
favourable enough for them to consolidate for the
near term, at least. A handful of VLCCs on relatively
early dates felt exposed enough to accept lower
than recent levels to the East so that now rates
stand at around $4.5 million to West Coast India,
and $5.7 million to Singapore. Eventually tonnage
will thin again on the fixing window, but that window
remains well over the present horizon.

North Sea___________________________
A generally sluggish Aframax scene persisted over
the week, and although rates have more or less held
the 80,000 by ws 100 mark cross UKCont, and
100,000 by ws 82.5 from the Baltic, there is a
likelihood that some discounting will get underway,
unless the Mediterranean undertakes a concerted
spike. VLCC 'arb' economics crumpled further for
fuel oil traders so that their entry levels dipped to
around $4.3 million to Singapore, which fell well short
of the number that Owners 'needed' to prevent
them seeking cover from the Caribs, or even West
Africa.

CLEAN PRODUCTS
East______________________________
With the double Public Holiday in the Far East and
International Petroleum week in London it was certainly
a quiet start to the week. However, come the middle of
the week business as normal was restored. There was
again plenty of activity within the AG on the MRs but
similar to what we have seen of late, rates have
remained stable. AG/RSea stands at $425k and a crossAG flutters around the $200k level. AG/EAfr saw a very
slight positive correction to 35 x ws 142.5 and AG/Japan
perches at 35 x ws 113.5. With the tonnage list closing
week 6 with a lot of vessels on subjects, Owners will be
hopeful of a tighter tonnage list which could lead to
rates being slightly tested.
The LR markets suffered as much from IP week as did
the livers of those attending it. Market activity on both
LR1s and LR2s simply trickled along at the start of the
week. The return of personnel in the Far East on
Wednesday brought with it a few market quotes, which
served to pressurise and further soften rates. On the
LR2s, the new benchmark for Western fixtures was set at
$1.8 million and East at 75 x ws 105 (a rate sympathising
the position of the 1s). A repeated 55 x ws 100, and 65
at $1.25 million indicate that the LR1s are also in a weak
position. Although Owners will be hopeful that the floor
has been found, it would come as no surprise if this was
further tested in the week ahead, given the supply of
tonnage. The rebuilding of rates is unlikely to materialise
for a couple of weeks, so Charterers will look to
capitalise on cheap rates whilst they can.

Mediterranean____________________
It is fair to say that Owners have struggled throughout
the IP week as fresh inquiry was quite simply grinded to
a halt. Freight rates for cross Mediterranean voyages
started the week at 30 x ws 155 but with enquiry being
drip-fed into the marketplace and a number of prompt
ships desperate for employment rates continued to
head southbound as 30 x ws 145 is now the new market
low. In contrast Black Sea rates have fared a bit better
as Owners have been able to dig their heels into the
ground and hold onto to the 10 point premium they
have been achieving. Rates end the week at 30 x ws
155.
The MR market has also suffered from the party week as
enquiry levels have been very thin on the ground. With
tonnage in ample supply, Charterers have been able to
chip away at last done levels. Rates for Red sea
discharge (Jeddah) have come off and end the week
at $850k basis central Med load and transatlantic rates
have remained stagnant at 37 x ws 115.

UK Continent_____________________
As IP week comes to a close, the drip feed of inquiry on
the MR sector has taken its toll as we see rates slip
further. Charterers have held the upper hand as prompt
tonnage has been clipped out at their own pace with
little options for Owners. Transatlantic voyages have
been quiet, and partnered with a similar trend for WAF
and Far East, any opportunity for employment has been
competitive. With TC14 slowly improving (where else
could it go?!) ballast tonnage may start to think which
way to head over the weekend but presently seeing
any light at the end of tunnel takes some effort. A
glimmer may exist from high levels of gasoline in storage
found in ARA, and cracks in resistance to move will
grow, hopefully clearing out some of the top of our
tonnage lists. Handies similarly have felt the pressure of
limited inquiry, as well as a poor ice season, rates have
been dragged down to 30 x ws 130. Owners continue
to press for employment but unfortunately as we arrive
to Friday, prompt vessels still exist and a further slide in
rates will take some defence to avoid. Finally to the
Flexis where an artificially inflated market could be
blamed for the fall we have seen this week, as rates
end near 22 x ws 170 today. New market stems have
been the catalyst for this and COA movements have
seemed to follow this trend. Owners will be digging in to
keep levels flat, but as per usual, without the cargoes,
Owners arguments fall on deaf ears.

LRs____________________
The combination of market fundamentals, Chinese New
Year and the added spice of IP Week has presented a
soleless week for LRs in the West. A handful of vessels
have attracted employment which keeps things ticking
over, but levels remain unattractive for both LR1s and
LR2s. LR1 trips to West Africa are few and far between.
One would think 60 x ws 110 will be put under further
pressure next week given the line-up of tonnage
hunting for business, a number of which are keen to
remain positioned in the West. LR1 trips MED/AG
achieved $1.075 at the beginning of the week, trips to
the East have gone mostly untested, but placing them
in line with LR2 levels, we feel ARA/SPORE should be
around the $1.55 mark. LR2s this week achieved $1.65
million for ARA/Spore, but since a number of those
prompt vessels were cleared away and with the
anticipation for some improved enquiry for runs to the
East on the horizon, the Owners fraternity are hopeful
that levels have now bottomed and will begin to
improve. Many routes will require fresh tests next week.

DIRTY PRODUCTS
Handy____________________________
Week 6 failed to bring any surprises to what most
were predicting as being a rather subdued period.
Owing to the disruptions of IP week, what stems
traders had left for their Charterers to cover were
dealt with swiftly and without concern where
tonnage supply was more than ready at hand to
meet the task. Furthermore, where units have now
been allowed to accrue negative pressure is
building. Charterers are now looking to favourably
correct last done numbers in this region.
Elsewhere this week down in the Med, conditions
also proved tough for owners as the imbalance
between supply and demand took ahold. Tonnage
levels come mid-week had hit saturation point
where as a result, negativity was allowed to creep in
on rates between deals. This said, a degree of
distortion was seen in fixing patterns, as where
vessels loading fairly prompt or backloading from
previous discharge sharper numbers were seen.
These deals took some unravelling as not to be used
in guidance for generic benchmarking.

MR______________________________
An overall quiet week for MR Owners up in the
Cont., however reports of under the radar activity
may give some owners an opportunity to breathe a
sigh

of relief heading into next week. This said, with MR
tonnage building and February so far being a
difficult month the units in play could potentially
show good numbers for Charterers against longer
voyages, which keeps vessels employed for a
longer duration.
Down in the Med this week activity has been slightly
busier compared with the North supplemented by a
greater part cargo opportunity base. In terms of
rates, Med players will be sitting in anticipation
awaiting the news of a first well publicised test of
strength, as the impact from surrounding sized
markets is yet to be fully measured.

Panamax_________________________
It took all week but perhaps finally a lifeline is offered
to Panamax Owners. Not through activity (as that
won't take long to summarise) but through a pick up
local trade States side. A draw down on prompt
tonnage has adjusted fixing windows from Europe,
which coupled with bad weather on the Atlantic
crossing is making Owners particularly bullish in
holding onto ws points.
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